[TRANSMISSION FROM THE LOTUS]

Tenno! The balance has shifted. Artifacts have begun appearing that resemble the polarities displayed by the schools of the Tenno. As a result, the solar system is being plunged into chaos. Opposing factions have been displaying extremely hostile behaviors since the appearance of these artifacts.

Your task is to realign these artifacts through a simulation. Proper re-alignment will spark a reaction, causing the artifacts to disintegrate. Since direct contact with these objects can damage one's body, I have devised a method that allows one to move a pseudo-artifact in order to manipulate nearby objects.

Use the W, A, S, and D keys on your console to move the pseudo-artifact up, left, down, and right. Doing so will allow you to swap your pseudo-artifact with the adjacent artifact. Try to align the artifacts in rows or columns of 3 or more to get them to disintegrate. You will have 60 seconds to move the pseudo-artifact before it corrodes away completely. Try to match as many artifacts as you can before the pseudo-artifact fully corrodes. Your progress will be recorded as a score. Should you feel like trying again, you can press the N key to switch to a new template. If you want to re-attempt the same template, you can press the R key to try again. You can also press the I key to bring up this dialogue again. Lastly, you can disrupt these artifacts using your Transference Wave. Use the Q key to simulate the effects of the Transference Wave. Remember to first face in the direction you want your Transference Wave to extend.

I have gathered other Tenno to aid us in this mission. It’s up to you now to restore balance to the solar system.
[Use W, A, S, or D to move; N = New Template; R = Restart Current Template]
[I = Show This Dialogue; Q = Transference Wave]
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